
Delicate  
correction 
of face and body 



Company APTOS presents the unique method 
of face and body delicate zones correction – 
Aptos Nano

Aptos Nano allows doing things, which formerly seemed to be 

impossible: smoothing out wrinkles on any, even very thin skin. This 

is the most delicate method among all the minimally invasive Aptos 

techniques. At the same time, it is very simple and gives desired 

aesthetic result. Aptos Nano is the first technique for reinforcement 

and revitalization of soft tissues with absorbable threads consisting  

of polylactic acid in combination with caprolactone.

Non-invasive 
procedure,
natural results!



Minimal 
traumatism
Aptos Nano — is a system, 

whichconsists of a thin injection 

guiding needle and ultrathin 

fiber. This structure makes the 

correction procedure much 

simpler and pretty much safe.

A smooth thin needle made 

of high-quality steel is injected 

under the skin through a 

microhole and easily slides in 

the tissues without traumatizing 

them. After the completion 

of the procedure, the signs 

of involvement are almost 

completely absent (pinholes 

disappear very quickly).

Innovations 

and technologies
Aptos Nano fibers have a special 

form, relief structure and are in 

2.5 times thinner than typical 

suture materials. Like other 

Aptos products, they are 100% 

compatible with organism tissues. 

There is L-lactic acid as a part 

of composition (it is a natural 

substance for human organism) 

which stimulates cells renewal 

processes.

 

Instant result
Under the skin fibers create a 

supporting framework, fixing 

tissues in the right position so 

that the desired result appears 

almost immediately after the 

procedure completion. The 

transformation happens 

as if by magic — only 

in 20 minutes skin finds

 youth and freshness again! 

Safety
Use of Aptos Nano does not 

require infiltration anesthesia so 

ensures avoiding edemas and 

hematomas. The risk of allergic 

reactions is minimal. At high 

efficiency, method is so delicate 

and safe that it does not require 

a rehabilitation period. Aptos 

Nano fibers can be used in 

combination with other Aptos 

products, as well as with fillers, 

hardware-based cosmetology, 

meso- and plasmotherapy, 

peelings and neurotoxins.

Rationality
Nano correction method is 

ideally right for women and 

men used to keep active 

lifestyle, monitoring their 

health, and wanting to get 

a better form literally during 

weekend. The methods ensure 

carrying out the correction of 

the face and body zones where 

age-related changes appear 

first, in other words, where skin 

is mostly thin and sensitive.

 

Efficiency
Aptos Nano fibers are made 

of caprolactam (an absorbable 

material that releases from the 

organism after one year. L-lactic 

acid which is a compound of 

the product triggers revitalizing 

of tissues at cell level. In other 

words, Aptos Nano fibers 

provide double rejuvenating 

effect: lifting and round the clock 

mesotherapy.



Advantages 
are obvious

Aptos Nano threads are made of polylactic acid in combination with 
caprolactic acid. It stimulates collagen formation and prolongs absorption 
period.

Thus using of Aptos Nano gives a double result: lifting-effect, noticeable 
immediately after the procedure, and rejuvenating mesotherapic effect, 
lasting until the fibers are in organism.

Used even for the 
most delicate zones

100% biocompatible 
with human tissues

2.5 times thinner than 
ordinary thread

Natural result 
for long period 
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NS4, NS7 – absorbable spring 
threads for revitalization 
and armouring

Spring threads designed for correction of mimic 
wrinkles. Nano Spring smooths the skin and never 
migrates to lateral zones.

Wrinkles disappear creating natural look.

Package:
NS4 – P(LA/CL) thread EP 1, USP 5/0, 400 mm spirally wrapped 
around Lancet point needle 23G x 40 mm – 10 pcs.

NS7 – P(LA/CL) thread EP 1, USP 5/0, 940 mm spirally wrapped 
around Blunt point needle 23G x 70 mm – 10 pcs.



NV4, NV7 – absorbable 
twisted threads for 
revitalization and armouring

Two twisted threads preloaded in the small needle.

After inserting the suture, threads start untwisting 
andincreasing the volume of the treated area.

Nano Vitis reshapes the surface of the skin and makes 
itvisibly smoother. Wrinkles disappear creating natural look.

Package:
NV4 – P(LA/CL) twisted pair threads EP 1, USP 5/0, 
65 mm – 10 pcs; Lancet point needle 22G x 40 mm – 10 pcs.

NV7 – P(LA/CL) twisted pair threads EP 1, USP 5/0, 
135 mm – 10 pcs; Blunt point needle 22G x 70 mm – 10 pcs.
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A non-invasive 
procedure, natural 
results!

Once Nano threads are applied, the polylactic acid 
acts on the deeper layers of the skin and helps 
to increase the volume of saggy areas, restoring 
shapeliness to the face gradually and perfectly 
naturally.

Correction zones:

1. marionette lines (NS4)
2. nasolabial folds (NS4, NV4)
3. interbrow folds (NS4, NV4)
4. interbrow wrinkles (NS4, NV4)
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After inserting the suture, threads are left under the skin and empty 
needles are pulled out.

Aptos Nano technique is an outpatient procedure, not requiring any 
additionald medical equipment.

The face is redefined, volume - restored and the effects of ageing 
significantly reduced.

Correction zones:

1. crow’s feet (NV4)
2. wrinkles above  

the upper lip (NS4)
3. forehead wrinkles  

(NS7, NV7)
4. eyebrows (NS4)
5. nose (NS4) 
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Correction zones:

1. upper eyelids (NV4)
2. lower eyelids (NV4)
3. wrinkles around ears 

(NV4)
4. mental area (NV7)
5. neck (NV7)
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Correction zones:

1. correction of lip contour (NS4)
2. décolletage area (NV7)
3. aging hands (NV7)

Excellent
Results!



Aptos LLC
20/4 V. Orbeliani str, Tbilisi, Georgia
Tel.: +995 (0)32 2920371
Mob.: +995 595 542020
Mail: info@aptos.ge
www.aptoslift.com


